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January 19, 1976

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM:

JAMES E. CONNOR

SUBJECT:

SALT Compliance

The attached was returned in the President's outbox with the
following notation:
"Seems OK to me and may answer responsible
critics. "
Please follow-up with appropriate action.

cc: Dick Cheney

Attachment:
Copy of Memos from James R. Wade Jr. of DOD
to Brent Scowcroft and Helmut Sonnenfeld
regarding SALT Compl.:..ance dated 1/12/76
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TEE PRES rr:mT'l1 HAS S:E;J~}T ••••
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHitiGTOH, D.C.

20301

12 January 1976
NHiORANDWi FOR r~R. HEU,1UT SONNENFELDT, COUNSELOR FOR THE DEPARTr·lENT

OF STATE
SUBJECT:

SALT Compliance

Attached for your review is a· 1etter from the Secretary of Defense
responding to a recent letter from Senator Proxmire on the subject
of SALT Compliance. The letter includes as an attachment an unclassified an~ex which addresses in detail the recent SALT Compliance issues raised by both the US and USSR.
We \•/Ould first for\'lard the letters to the Chairmen of the Senate
and the House Armed Services Committee.
Of particular importance in your review is the reference to the SCC
and discussion therein on the various issues. In this light, it
may be appropriate to notify the Soviets of our action at. the same
time as the letters are released to the Congress.
-Hould appreciate Secretary Kissinger's revie1·1. If possible, your
response vmuld be appreciated by COB Hednesday, 14 January 1976. A
similar memorandum has been for\'larded to Lieutenant General Scm·1croft.
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. J!-1\'J JAMES FL/\·JADE, JR •

./ ·
Attachments
a/s
I'
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Director
DoD SALT Task Force
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF D!:FENSE
WASHINGTON, P.C.

20301

••
12 January 1976

-MENORANDUH FOR LIEUTENANT GENERAL BRENT SCOHCROFT, ASSISTAnT
··TO THE PRESIDENT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS
SUBJECT:

SALT Compliance ·

-Attached for your revi e\'1 is a l e.tter from the Secretary- of Defense
responding to a recent letter fro~·senator Proxmire on the subject
of SALT Compliance. The letter fncludes as an attachment an unclassified annex which addresses in detail the recent SALT Compliance
issues raised by both the US and USSR.
would first fon1ard.letters to the Chairmen of the Senate and the
House Armed Services Committees.

~1e

Of part~cular importance in your review is the reference to the sec
and discussion therein on the various issues. In ·this light, it may
be approprtate to notify the Soviets of our action at the same time
as the letters. are released to the Congress. ·
Hould appreciate your response by COB Hednesday, 14 January

. 11-J'll!{(rtJf.

t-;,_,
JANES 0HADE, JR.
J1 _ Director
-

Attachments
a/s
Copy furnished:
r·1r. Hill i am Hyland
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DoD SALT Task Force
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COMPLIANCE WITH THE SALT
I.

AGRE81ENT~

INTRODUCTION

Since late.l974, compliance with the ASM Treaty and the Interim Agreement on Strategic Offensive Arms of r~lay 26 ~ 1972:. has been discussed
widely tn the Congress and press. A number of statements have been made
charging that the USSR has violated specific provisions of the Agreements
or:o at the very least, their intent and objectives, and questioning the
Administration•s handling of these matters.
Responsible Administration officials have made public statements that
neither the USSR nor the US have violated the SALT ONE Agreernents:o \'lhile
acknowledging that there have been ambiguities which have occurred on
·both side~. Nevertheless, the controversY has continued with no signs of
abating in the near future. This paper is intended to provide an explanation of the details of compliance \·lith the SALT ONE fl.greements. Support
of SALT agreements requires public confidence in both sides' adherence
to the provisions of earlier agre~11ents.
II.

THE COMPLIANCE PROCESS

SALT, which began in November, 1969, has entered its seventh year.
Even prior to the opening of the negotiations, the US had established a
Verification Panel to revim·1 questions concerning verification and other
issues related to a future SALT agreement. As early as the second \·Jeek
of the initial negotiations~ the US proposed establishment of a forum
in which the sides could discuss, among other subjects:. quesiions which
might arise concerning compliance with the agreements to be reached. Thus~
there \'/as early recognition vii thin the Government of the ptobabil ity
that compliance issues v;ould arise in connection \'lith any agreer.1ent as
complex as one limiting US and USSR strategic weapons.
Article XIII of the ABi·l Treaty signed in f•lay, 1972, provided that
the_ Parties should promptly establish a Standing Consultative Commission
(SCC) within the framework of which they would~ among other things:
" (a) consider questions concerning compliance
with obligati~ns assumed and related situations
\'lhich may be-considered ambiguous.
11

Article VI of the Interim Agreement stated that the Parties \·/Ould use
the SCC in a similar manner for that Agreement .
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After the SALT ONE Agreements were signed, special procedures were
established for dealing with compliance matters related to the Agree- .
ments. Under these procedures, intelligence informafion is analyzed in
the context of the provisions of the Agreements, and reco~mendations
for raising compliance issues. with the USSR are fontarded to the President
for his decision.
·

..

Special grciups which include representatives of State, Defense, CIA,
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), and the National Security
Council Staff handle intelligence monitoring associated with compljance
matters. Because of the sensitivity of the intelligence infor~ation
involved and the serious policy and diplomatic implications that a
compliance issue may have, dissemination af the intelligence is restricted
to a small number of policy-making officials in each Departr::ent or Agency.
As soon as analysis of the available intelligence is co~pleted and
it appears that a compliance issue could be~nvolved, the results of the
analysis are provided to the members of the Verification Panel ~orking
Group on Compliance established in early 1973. This group revie~s the
intelligence analysis and determines whether a compliance question is,
in fact, involved. Depending upon the seriousness of the issue and/or
the degree of unanimity in the Horki ng Group on hov1 the matter should be
handled~ the Group's report may go first to the Verification Panel for
consideration by the principals or directly to the NSC Staff for decision
by the President.
·
The Verification Panel addresses all compliance matters of significant
importance and matters of lesser importance on which the Working Group
does not reach a unanimous position. The Verification Panel determines
\·lhich of these matters should be addressed by the National Security Council
or go directly to the President for decision.
In all cases, the President decides whether a particular compliance
issue is to be raised with the USSR. This is done either through the US
Component of the Standing Consultative Commission or diplomatic channels.
Presidential instructions guide and control the positions taken by the
US representatives.
·
III.

COMPLIANCE ISSUES RAISED WITH THE SOVIET UNION BY THE US
A.

Launch Control Facilities (Special Purpose Silos)
Article I of the Interim Agreement states:
"The Parties undertake not to start construction
of additional fixed land-based intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBI·l) launchers after July 1, 1972.

11

At the time of the signing of the Interim Agree~ent on ~ay 26,
1972, there \·Jere appt·oxirnately 90 silos under construction in the USSR
.,.",
'
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all of which were included in the US estimate that 1,618 land-based ICBM
launchers were operational or under active construction in the USSR when
the Agreement was signed.
In early 1973~ construction of additional silos was initiated.
If these \·:ere intended for "!CBt~ls, they would have constituted a violation
of Article I of the Interim Agreement.
The issue of these silos was raised by President rlixon vlith
General Secretary Brezhnev during the latter•s visit to Hashington in
late June, 1973. In addition, there were several exchanges of notes with
the Soviet Government during late June, and early July, 1973, in which
the US expressed its concern over the construction of the new silos. The
Soviets responded that the silos were to be launch-control facilities.
The Soviet assertion, while consistent with speculation in ~ashington,
could not be confirmed by the US at that ti~e.
During the remainder of 1973 and throughout 1974, construction
of additional silos of the same type \·Jas initiated near older ICBr·l launch.contro 1 facilities. An intensive effort \·;as made to deter;:;i ne the function
of the new silos, and, as additional intelligence beca~e available, the US
concluded that they \•Jere probably to serve a launch-control func:tion.
This judgment applied not only to the silos initiated after the signing
of the Interim Agreement, but also to some of those ~hich ~ere already
under construction at that time.
The basis for continued US concern about these silos, despite
our conclusion that they are intended to be launch-control f~cilities,
was that they might, in the future, be converted to launch !C3~s. ·If the
observed pattern of this construction were followed for the entire Soviet
ICBM force; there could be approximately 150 such potential IC3M launchers.
.
Consequently, the President decided that the issue should be
raised in the SCC during the special session (January 28-F::bruary 13, 1975)
because of the ambiguity concerning the potential conversion of the silos
from launch-control facilities to ICBM launchers.
When the US set forth in the sec its concern over ~he future
capabilities and eventual number of these new, large silos, the Soviets
repeated their earlier assertions that they are launch-cor.tro1 facilities
and cannot be ·used to launch missiles.
The current US judgment continues to be that these silos are,
in fact, intended for use as launch-control facilities. Hc~ever, since"
we have not yet identified any specific feature of these silos which would
una~biguously preclude their future conversion into ICBM l2~nchers, and
since the USSR has not agreed to make any obs~rvable desi;n change which
would preclude such conversion, this issue re~ains open for fur~her review
and discussion in the sec .
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B.

Concealment Measures

Article V of the Interim Agreement and Article XII of the ABM
Treaty enjoin each Party 11 not to use deliberate concealment measures
which impede verification by national technical means of compliance vlith
the provisions of this (Interim Agreement) (Treaty)." Both also stated
that: 11 Thi s ohli gati on shall not require changes in current construction,
11
asse.~bly, conversion, or· overhaul practices.
The US has closely monitored Soviet concealment efforts in the
area of strategic \·;eapons since·.they Here initiated in the 1960s. During
1974~ the extent of Soviet concealment activities associated with
straiegic weapons programs increased substantially. Although none of
the a~tivities hindered US verification of the specific provisions of the
ABr1 Treaty or the Interim Agreement, there vtas concern as to what they
might portend for the future, if an expanding pattern of concealment
efforts \·;ere penni tted to continue. · Consequently, it v1as decided to
raise the issue in the special session of the sec.
In the sec the US voiced its concern over "the expanding pattern
of concealment measures being undertaken in the USSR and cited as
examples: (1) concealment activities at missile test ranges (thought to
be associated with flight testing of a new mobile ICBM); (2) a cover at
an ABM test range which concealed equipment from US observation; and (3)
the covering of hull sections of ballistic missile submarines under
construction. The US proposed that the Soviet side cease these concealment activities.
11

Tne Soviet side responded by (l) noting that none of the
examples provided by the US side \·Jere in violation of any provisions of
the Interim Agreement or ABN Treaty and (2) asserting that ther-e is no
expanding pattern of concealment in the USSR. They also noted that
Soviet SLBN submarine construction practices conform to past practices
and are paralleled by extensive usage of covers at SLBt-1 sul:iTiarine
construction shipyards in the US.
While this question was under discussion in the SCC) careful
analysis of the current concealment activities in the USSR led to the
conclusion in April, 1975, that some earlier practices had ceased and
there no longer appeared to be an expanding pattern of concealment
activities. Consequently~ the US closed the discussion of this subject
for the time being. The US Com11issioner stated that the US \';ould continue
to follow Soviet activities closely and indicated that the US would not

•
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reopen this subject, if Soviet actions in the future were consistent
with the obligations assumed under the SALT agreements.
C.

The SS-19 Issue

Throughout the SALT ONE negotiations, the US tried to limit
Soviet heavy.missiles by incorporating into the agreement provisions for
(1) a quantitative limit on heavy-missile launchers; (2) a ban on
increasing the dimensions of silos during the modernization and replacement process; and (3) an agreed .definition of a heavy missile which would
preclude increases in the size ·of Soviet 1 ight ICBl,ls •. The first t\'JO
objectives \'Jere cchieved through Article II of the Interi1.1 Agreement
and the Agreed Statements on increases in silo dimensions. The Soviet
side rejected all proposals for a definition of a heavy missile which
included -quantitative criteria. As a result, the US made the following
Unilateral Statement:
·
"The US Delegation regrets that the Soviet
Delegation has not been ~illing to agree on
a co~mon definition of a heavy missile. Under
these circumstances, the US Delegation believes
it necessary to state the follm-1ing: The United
States vmuld consider any ICB~,l havin·~ a volume
significantly greater than that of the largest
light ICBM now operational on either side to
be a heavy ICB!·1. The US proceeds on the pr2:1i se
that the Soviet side will give due account to
this consideration."
It should be noted that the Soviet Delegation responded to this
statement .in a manner \'lhich clearly indicated disagree:-nent by the USSR ..
.
By early 1975, deployment of· the SS-19 which has a volume
approximately 50% greater than that of the earlier SS-11 light missile
was initiated. Even though there were no Soviet violations of Article II
of the Interim Agreement or the agreed limitations on silo dimensions,
the President decided to seek to prevent further erosion of the distinction
betv1een 1 ight and heavy ICBNs and directed that this matt:::·r be raised in
the special session of the sec in January) 1975.

The US noted that the volume of the SS-19 is "significantly
greater'' than the volume of the SS-ll within the meaning of the US Unilateral
Statement and stated that any missile of a volume or throw-weight greater
than the SS-19 must be considered a heavy ICBM .

•
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The Soviet response to the US concern was to note that this
·question had been the subject of lengthy and careful consideration in
the SALT negotiations and that the Interim Agreement established
limitations on ICBM launchers but not on missiles. The Soviets
asserted that this matter had been resolved in 1972 and there was no
basis for considering it in the sec in connection with the Interim
Agreement.
In April, 1975, the US and Soviet Components agreed to defer
further exchanges on this issue in the sec because it was under active
consideration in the current SALT negotiations.
Since that time, the US has continued to press strongly in SALT
for resolution of this issue. The Soviets appear to have acce~ted in
principle that there be a definition of a heavy missile in the ne\~ agreement, and_ the matter is still under discu?sion.
D.

Possible Testing of an Air Defense System (SA-5) Radar in
an A81'·1 t·iode
Article VI of the ABf·1 Treaty states:

To enhance assurance of the effectiveness of the lir:1itations
on ABN systems and their components provided by this Treaty, each Party
undertakes: (a) not to give missiles, launchers, or radars, other than
ABM interceptor missiles, ABM launchers, or ABM radars, c~p~bilities to
counter strategic ballistic missiles or their elements in flight
trajectory, and not to test them in an ABr,1 mode. 11
11

On a number of occasions during 1973 a new radar signal similar
to that ~f the SA-5 air-defense radar was detected durinq Soviet tests
of ballistic missiles. In April, 1974, the signal was a~saciated with
flights and reentries of ballistic missiles. This provoked sharp
interest in the signal, given its similarity to the SA-5 air-d~fense radar.
By early 1975, the US .\•tas reasonably confident that the racc.r involved v1as
the SA-5 radar and that it was being used to track strategic b31listic
missiles during flight.
The US first raised this issue late in the special SCC session,
in February, 1975. Specifically, the US stated that infor~2tion indicated
that an SA-5 radar may have been trackinq ballistic missiles c~ring the reentry portion of their flight trajectory into the Soviet J..3>l test range
near Sary Shagan.· The US requested Soviet clarification a~ the next
regular session of the sec .

•
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During the session of March-May 1975, the s~viets responded
that no Soviet air-defense radar had been tested in an ABM Rode,
including tracking of strategic ballistic missiles during reentry.
The Soviets noted that the use of non-ABM radars for instrumentation
\·Jas not limited by the ABf~ Treaty and indicated that the SA-5 radar \·;as
being used for. instrumentation purposes.
US national technical means of verification have not detected
the activity of concern during any ballistic-missile tests since late
·February!~ 1975.
In light of this, ·the US stated in late twril that:
the use of this radar to track strategic ballistic missiles or their
components in flight trajectory had apparently ceased; the US assumed
that both sides now agreed that such use of an operational air-defense
radar \·mu1d.be inconsistent \·lith the obligations assumed under Article
VI of the ABN Treaty; and, given the prevailing situation (i.e., cessation
of testing), the US v1as \·rilling to consider the matter closed. The
Soviets subsequently stated that this issue had been settled.
The US continues to carefully monitor Soviet activities for any
indications that such testing might be resumed and will reopen the issue
if testing is resumed.
A question of particular importance in relation to this act·ivi ty ·
is the actual purpose of the activity. The Soviets could h~ve been using
the radar in a range-instrumentation role to obtain precision tracking
as permitted by the Treaty. On the other hand, the activity could have
been part of an effort to upgrade the SA-5 system for an ABM role or to
collect data for use in developing ABM systems or a new dual SN1/ABM
system.
E. .New ABN

Radal~

on Kamchatka Peninsula

A newly-constructed radar at the Kamchatka impact area of the
Soviet ICBM test range was recently identified as an ABM radar. This could
be a violation of Article III of the Treaty and the 1974 Protocol thereto
\•lhich permit the deployment of only one operational ABi·l system, inasr.1Uch
as the USSR still has an operational system around Moscow. It could,
however, given certain conditions, be permitted under Article IV of the
Treaty \'Jhich permits deployment of Am~l radars at current o·r additionally
agreed Ast~l test ranges. This situation is complicated by the fact that,
prior to the conclusion of the SALT negotiations in 1972, the US provided
a list of US and Soviet ABM test ranges. The list did not sention Kamchatka
as an ABM test range. The Soviet side neither confirmed nor denied the US
listing and stated that national technical means of verification permitted
identifying current test ranges .

•
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The US SCC Corrmissioner raised this issue v;ith the USSR
Corrmissioner on December 8, 1975. A Soviet response ·.·;as re:::eived on
December 19, 1975, and is currently under study. It is likely that
further distussion of the issue will be continued during the next sec
session in March, 1976.
IV.

COMPLIANCE ISSUES RAISED WITH THE US BY THE SOVIETS

The Soviet Union has raised four issues related to US
\·lith the SAL Agreements.
A.

co~pliance

Minuteman Shelters

The first issue raised by the USSR was US compliance with
Paragraph_3_of Article V of the Interim Agrec:-ment '.'thich states:
Each Party undertakes not to use deliberate
concealment measures which impede verification
by national technical means of complia.nce_Hith
the provisions of this Interim Agres~ent. 1n1s
obligation shall not require changes in current
construction, assembly, conversion, or overh:::ul
practices. 11
11

Since 1962, the US has been placing shelters over its Minuteman
ICBi·l silos to provide environmenta 1 protection during construction ar.d
modernization activities. Beginning in 1972, eight shelters of a different
design than that of the shelters ~reviously utilized have been used for
maintenance of suitable environmental conditions for concrete curing and
bonding and for certain welding operations required in the Minuteman-3
silo-hardening program.
This issue was first raised by the Soviets in diplomatic channels
in 1973 as being inconsistent 0ith Article V of the Interio Agreement.
In January, 1975, the Soviets raised the issue in the SCC. In response,
the US side explained that the shelters are strictly for e~vironmental
purposes~ not for concealment.
However, the Soviets have continued to take
the position that these shelters conceal activities from n3tio~~l technical
means of verification and that the use of such shelters shJ'Jld be ir.:mediately
discontinued .. The issue is still under discussion.
B.

Atlas/Titan Launchers.

Paragraph 3 of the SCC Protocol on Procedures Go~erning Replacement, Dismantling or Destruction, and Notification Thereof, for Strategic
Offensive Arms signed in July, 1974, states:

•
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"Dismantling or destruction procedures for ICBM l~unchers and
associated facilities . . . shall be such that reactivation ti~e of
those units would not be substantially less than the time reqJired for
new construction .
II

.

There are 177 launchers for obsolete Atlas and Titan-1 ICBM
systems at va~inus locations in the United States. All were deactivated
and declared excess by 1966. All but five have been salvag2d, •.·lith silo
lids and facility doors v1elded shut. Over 85 percent of the formel~
launchers are no longer under US Government control but are mmed by
private individuals or firms, or leased to state and local governments.
The Soviets raised these deactivated launchers as en issue
in February, 1975, in the SCC. They asserted that the small a~ount of
dismantling accomplished had left the launchers in such a condition that
they could be reactivated in substantially less time than is required
for construction of new launchers.
~
The US responded that, since the launchers had been made nonoperati ana 1 years before the Interim Agreement \'las signed, they \'tere
subject neither to that Agreement nor to the Procedures which had been
\•/Orked out in the SCC. In addition, the Soviets \"Jere provided \·ii th so;ne
factual data on the condition of these inactive and obsole~e launchers
\·Jhich illustrated that they could not be reactivated easily or quickly.
The Soviet side did not address the issue during the last SCC session.
C.

Shemya Radar

In 1973 the United States began construction of a new phasedarray radar on Shemya Island, Alaska, which is planned to h3.ve an initial
operational capability in t·iarch 1976.
·
The Soviets raised this radar as a compliance issue in the sec
·;n April, 1975. They stated that this radar complex, located outside US
ABM test ranges, incorporated components tested and developed for ABM
purposes. They requested clarification of this situation '.ihich, they
said, \•las ambiguous and caused them concern.
The US Commissioner. replied that: (l) the Shemya :adar complex
incorporated no ABM components and no ABM radars developed and tested in
an ABM mode; (2) the new radar will be used for national t~chnical means
of verification, tracking objects in space, and early warning; and (3)
therefore, its deployment is in full compliance with the .t.31-l Treaty. At
the final meeting of SCC-VI in t·lay, 1975, the Soviet Cmrs;Iissioner reserved
the right to continue discussion of this question following further study

•
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of the information presented by the US side. The Soviet sid'= did not
reopen the issue during th~ last sec session in the fall of 1975.
D.

Confidentialitx
Paragraph 8 of the Regulations of the SCC states:
"The proceedings of the Standing Consultative
Commission shall be conducted in private. 1ne
Standing Consultative Commission may not make
its proceedings p~blic except with the express
·consent of both Commissioners."

In January~ 1975, the Soviet Comniss·ioner pointed out that
both side-s have stated that confidential·ity in the \•/ark of the sec is
important, and that the regulations of the Commission pro'li de that the
sec not make its proceedings public, except with the express consent
of both Cormnissioners. Referring to several items related to compliance
\•ihich had appeared in the US press in Novemb2r and Deceinbe:-, 1974, he
called them a violation of the pr·inciple of confidentiality, and expressed
the hope that there would be no further occurrences.
In response, the US side drew attention to the difference beb~een
statements by US officials and speculation by the press. The President's
statement at the press conference of December 2, 1974, was provided to
the Soviets as an example of the degree to which the US w~s concerned
about stopping specul~tion on sec proceedings at an early date. This
issue \·;as raised again by the Soviet side in the SCC in Fe:,ru~ry, 1975:\·lhen the Soviet Commissioner noted again the importance of privacy in
ensuring effective SCC work. The Soviet side indicated in April~ 1975~
that the issue \vas closed, provided that there \·Jere no further leaks
concerninq sec proceedings.
V.

POSSIBLE COMPLIANCE ISSUES

The US raised with the USSR the five issues described in Section III
after analysis of the information collected by intelliger.ce sc•Jrces and
study of the facts by the Verification Panel Harking G}~Ou;J, the Verification Panel or the National Security Council> and the President.
US intelligence sources have also gathered information related to
other areas covered by the SALT Agreements. \·!hen collected, sc[l;e of the
informa.tion suggested the possibility that the USSR v:as ur.::iertaking
actions prohibited by the Agreements .

•
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One example of this occurred in October and Ndvember, 1975, when a
US early warning.satellite detected several events in various areas of
the Soviet Union. The nature of the events raised the possibility that
the USSR was using lasers to interfere with US national technical means
of verifi'cation in violation of f\i~ticle XII of the ABI·l Treaty and
Article V of the Interim Agreement.
Analysis of the events, which were reported in the press~ has
essentially eliminated the initial concerns. The events are believed to
. have resulted from large fires caused by breaks at several places along
Soviet natural gas pipelines. The events were local in nature and did
not reduce the satellite system's capability of providing early Harning
of ballistic missile launches. The Intelligence Co:!Jt.unity is maintaining
a careful \·latch for possible repetitions of the events or other indications
of interference with US national technical means of verification.

VI.· CONCLUSIONS
The intelligence and decision-making structures established to monitor
Soviet compliance \:lith the SALT ONE agreements have been effective. They
have ensured that information related to USSR compliance h~s been
discovered early, ana1yzed rapidly, assessed at high-level by appropriate
Departments and Agencies, brought to the President's attent~on for prompt
decision, and raised with the USSR in a timely mann2r, before erosion in
US security could result.
Initially, there \'las a reluctance to give \'/ide dissemination to.
the facts related to the various compliance issues. This reluctance was
based on several factors:
a concern over the risk of disclosure of information
related to on-going negotiations;
the danger of compromise of extremely sensitive
intelligence sources and methods;
recognition of the gravity of an accusation of a
treaty violation.
While the restricted dissemination process did not result in delays
in raising compliance issues with the USSR, it may have had that appearance
because of the absence of reasoned public exposition of the facts involved.
Thus, it may have contributed to rumors, faulty allegc.tions, and distortions and may have been, in that respect, somewhat self-defeating .
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The major questions to be answered in th2 light of the now public
compliance discussion have to do Hith: (a) \·lhether the USSR has~ in
fact, corrmitted outright violations of the SALT ONE Agreenients \'Jhi ch affect
the security of the US, and (b) the validity of the Administration's
statements on .. this subject.

It is clear from th~ earlier outline of the issues of concern to the
US Government that no single activity by the USSR related·to its implementation of the SALT ONE Agreements constituted a clear-cut do::onstrabl e
·
violation of a specific provision of the agreements to the detriment of
the US.
The one debatable exception in this regard was the SA-5 radar activity
during strategic ballistic-missile tests. If the radar was used for
range safety or instrumentation purposes, ··the use \·/as~ at best, questionable. The USSR has other types of radars \·Jhi ch can be used for this purpose
and thus eliminate the suspicions which naturally arose in the US. And,
if the purpose of using the S.l\-5 radar \'Jas to make measure:;;ents of the
flight trajectories of strategic ballistic missiles~ the USSR has ABM
radars \'lhich can accomplish this task \'lith at least equal precision. The
fact that use of the radar halted when the US raised this issue lends
\·Ieight to a conclusion that the activity~ if not a violation~ could be
called a circumvention of the Treaty obligation not to test non-Am·1 radarsr
in an ABI·1 mode.
Soviet deployment of the SS-19 missiles does not violate Article II
of the-Interim Agreemeht or the Agreed Statement limiting increases in
silo dimensions to a maximum of 15 percent. It does, however, demonstrate
utter disregard for the US Unilateral Statement as to what the US would
regard ~s a heavy missile, as well as for the US view of what the intent
of Article II v;as. The deployment might also be properly terrr~ed a circumvention of that Article in that continued application of the apparent
Soviet interpretation of the Article \·muld permit future deployments of
missiles with volumes just under those of the heavy SS-9 or SS-lB missiles.
Such deployments \·Jould render Article II of the Interim Agn?2!ilent meaningless.
The objective of limiting increases in the size of present USSR
missiles assumes importance not in terms of the Interim A;reement which
remains in force only until October~ 1977, but rather for the 1ong-term.
This is because the provisions of Article II of the AgresTent are to be
carried over into a nevi SALT agreement. Consequently, it is imperative
that a resolution of the problem be achieved in a new SALT agreement .
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The USSR's construction of silos for launch-control purposes and
use of concealment practices were not violations of specific provisions of
the SALT Agreements. They \•/ere of major concern to the US, hm·rever, in
that, i"f permitted to go unchallenged, they might hElVe become substantial
threats to US. -security in the future.
The military significance of the recent deployment of a Soviet ABl1
radar on Kamchatka lies not in the fact that such a radar has been deployed,
but rather that the USSR for the first time now has a capability for
making precise measurements on ICm,l heavy reentry veh"i cl es tested to their
full range. HoHever, nothing in the SALT ONE AgreE;JI1ents Has intended to
deny this capability to either side.
The fact that there have been no demonstrable Soviet violations of
the SAL agreements added to the difficulty faced by the Ad8inistration in
publicly addressing the problem. The wording of Article XIII of the ABM
Treaty -- "consider questions concerning compliance Hith the obligations
assumed and related situations \·thich may be considered ambiguous .. -provided the legal underpinning for raising the issues in the SCC. In
this sense, the \'lord ambiguity, initially at least, may •,·;ell have been
an appropriate description of activities which may or may not have been
clear~cut violations and Administration officials cannot be charged with
. distorting the discussions through use of the word. At the saDe time,
such usage may well have contributed to the confusion concerning the
situation which exists.
11
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The essential facts to bear in mind are that the US h~s set up an
apparatus which has been effective in alerting the President to Soviet
activities which aroused {or ~ay in the future arouse) concern and that
the President~ \•Ihile fully cognizant of the legalistic and semantic
difficulties and the uncertainties of the interpretations, has consistently
made the decision to challenge the USSR forcefully and at an early date.
He thereby pl·ecluded the very real possibility of a major diplo~:1atic
confrontation, had the activities in question been permitted to go unchallenged and assume the magnitude of clear violations. The US
decisiveness has ensured an outcome wherein the Soviet activities, taken
individually or collectively, resulted in no serious risk to US national
security and no alteration of the strategic balance established by the
SALT ONE Agreements. Finally, the President's action in raising compliance
issues early undoubtedly has der.1onstrated to the USSR. the firm resolve
of the US that both Parties must comply with both the letter and spirit
of present and future SALT agre~oents .
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